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Abstract Many benefitsand risksof cooperativecolony
founding (pleometrosis)have been identified,but rarely
have the proximatefactorsthat lead to associationbeen
considered. This study examined the choices queens
make duringthe first few hours after mating, and some
of the correlatesof those choices. Queens had a strong
affinityfor preformedholes in the soil and readilyused
these as theirinitialfoundingchambers.This affinitywas
so strong that in a field experiment,the dispersionpattern of preformedholes controlledthe finaldispersionof
colony-foundingqueens. Attractionto partiallyformed
holes is thus an important cause of pleometrosis.The
excavationof complete founding chambersincurredno
measurablecost on the subsequentreproductiveoutput
of queens, suggestingthat the primarybenefit of using
preformedholes is to remove the queen quickly from
exposureto predationand desiccation.In the field,pairs
of queens offeredfive equivalentpreformedholes in soil
weremore likely to sharethe same hole if the holes were
shallowand close together.In these experiments,queens
modifiedpreformedsoil holes so that the test holes were
no longer equivalent,causing the choice of queen and
hole to becomeconfounded.Laboratoryexperimentsin
plaster arenas with unmodifiableholes confirmed the
field experiments:queens were more likely to share a
hole when the holes were shallow than when they were
deep. Because queens entering adequately deep holes
seldom reemerged,this suggestedthat the likelihood of
sharing increased with increasing contact between
queens,that is, when queenswerereadilyand frequently
detected. Such contacts will also predict the future
competitiveenvironmentsto be experiencedby incipient
colonies, and may temper the tendency of queens to
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associate. However, experimentsin which queens were
exposed to high and low densitiesbefore pairingin the
choice arenas failed to show an effect on the choice to
join the resident queen. Queens that joined a resident
queen differedin their robustnessfrom queens that did
not join. Queens choosing their own partners did no
better reproductivelythan those assigned partners at
random. Overall, this study suggests that (1) newly
matedqueensare understrongselectionto leave the soil
surfaceand do so by using any availableholes, whether
dug by anotherqueen or of some other origin;(2) they
are attracted to other queens, and are more likely to
cofound as contact with the potential cofoundressbecomes more frequentand (3) they choose whetheror not
to cofound partlyon the basis of theirown reproductive
characteristics.
Key words Formicidae Cooperation
Reproductivesuccess Cofounding

Introduction

Colonies of many ant species are founded by newly
mated queens who rear the first brood of workers, in
isolation, from body reserves.In a wide variety of species, such independent,claustralfoundressesmay associate into cooperative groups which share brood care
throughthe foundingperiod (pleometrosis)(H6lldobler
and Wilson 1977, 1990). Such cooperativefounding is
the norm for many wasp species (Strassmann 1989).
Generally, the benefits of pleometrotic over haplometrotic (solo) founding include one or more of the
following:greaterbrood production,improvedsurvival
of the founding period, greater success during brood
raiding of neighboring incipient colonies, improved
group defense against workers from mature colonies
(Bartz and Holldobler 1982; Tschinkel and Howard
1983; Rissing and Pollock 1986, 1987; Mintzer 1987;
Tschinkel1992a,b, 1993a;Jeromeet al., in press).
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Counterbalancingthese mutualisticadvantagesis the
cost of competitionwithin the group of queens for ultimate survivorship.In spite of the identification of
severalrelevantfactors, the balancesheet of creditsand
debits has not been completedfor any species, and the
relative importance of each component is unknown.
When maturecolonies are monogyne,all but one queen
are killed or expelled,either by queen fightingor by the
workers (Mintzer 1979; Bartz and Holldobler 1982;
Tschinkeland Howard 1983;Rissing and Pollock 1986,
1987;Balas and Adams 1996).Nonacs (1989, 1992)has
addressedthe competitive and mutualisticfactors that
should shape the choices queens make in joining other
queens. He showed that when forced to mlmikea choice,
queens chose to join lighter queens that x\c r_ ilkelyto be

less keen competitorsin the future.
Most accounts imply that joining with other queens
results from attraction among queens. In some cases,
however,it seemsmore likelythat the attractionis not to
the other queen, but to the burrowin which she resides.
For example, Pfennig (1995) found no fitness benefit
from pleometrosis in Veromessor pergandei, and sug-

gested that rapid entry of an existing burrow reduces
predation mortality and water loss. If queens are
strongly attractedto existing burrows,the clumpingof
queensin burrows(Tschinkeland Howard 1983;Rissing
and Johnson 1986) may not be the result of queens
preferringto cofound with other queens,but simplythe
outcome of severalqueens preferringthe same burrow.
If this were true, the literatureon pleometrosismight
need to be reinterpreted.In reality,this literatureoffers
little informationon the proximatefactors which cause
queens to join other queens. In this paper, I tested the
relativeattractivenessof holes versusqueens,the cost of
excavatinga nest chamber,and the reproductiveattributes of joining and non-joiningqueens.

(Northeast Chemical Co., Woonsocket, R.I.) to prevent queen escape and pressed into contact with the soil. From 50 to 100 such
rings were placed in closely spaced arrays to reduce the effect of
spatial variation in conditions. Within each ring, either two or five
evenly spaced 3-mm-diameterholes were made in the soil with a
metal rod. Newly mated queens placed into these arenas could
choose among the holes and or other queens, and generally disappeared belowgroundwithin a short time. Their final choice was
usually assessed the next day by noting which of the offered holes
was plugged from below with soil. In experimentswith two queens,
two soil plugs in differentholes indicated that the queens resided
separately.All other cases were assessed by excavatingthe holes to
locate the queen(s). The specific conditions of hole depth and
spacing are noted in the results.
Laboratoryexperiments
Laboratoryexperimentswere carriedout in arenas fashioned from
9-oz plastic drinking cups (top diameter = 9 cm, bottom diameter = 5 cm, height = 7 cm), the bottom of which contained a
layer of orthodontal plaster with five evenly spaced, drilled holes.
The holes were 3 mm in diameter,and either 0.5 cm deep (shallow
treatment), or 3 cm deep (deep treatment). Prior to experiments,
the plasterbottoms were removedand soaked in water, the sides of
the cups were talced to prevent queen escape, and the damp bottoms returnedto the cups. The cups were placed in arraysof 50 or
100 in a room with fairly even overhead fluorescentlight. Queens
were releasedin the centersof these arenaseither singly, or in pairs,
either first held until calm within a small fluoned ring, or simply
dropped into the arena. They were allowed to choose a hole and
enter it, something they almost invariablydid quickly. Occupancy
of holes was noted after one to several hours, or overnight.
Data analysis
In two-queen experiments,pairing of queens was tested against an
expected fraction of 0.5 for two-hole experiments,and 0.2 for fivehole experiments,using either the chi-squareor the binomial test.
All experimentswere also checked for directionalpreferenceby the
queens, which could influence the rate of pairing. No bias was
found in field experiments.Bias of laboratory arenas is discussed
below.

Results
Methods
Post-settlementexplorationby newly-matedqueens
Collection of newly-matedqueens
Mating flights of Solenopsisinvictatake place on warm days after
heavy rains during the months of May, June, and July. Between
about 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. on such days, newly mated fire ant
queens were collected in and around Tallahassee,Florida. All field
experimentswere initiated before sundown of the same day and,
when necessary, were checked the next day. Most laboratory experimentswere set up on the same day, but in a few cases, queens
were stored at 4 ?C for up to 3 days.
Field experiments

After mating, each queen alighted on the ground and
exploreda limitedarea on foot. Typically,she broke off
her wings within seconds or minutes of landing, but in
rare cases, she took wing again. Exploration usually
involved a looping walk, during which the queen inspectedany depressions,holes, and sheltershe encountered (Fig. 1). Eventually, she began digging, either
enlargingor modifyingan existing hole, or startedone
fresh. Suitable pre-formed holes are undoubtedly a
valuable resourcefor newly mated queens, and queens
that encounteredthem vanished quickly from the surface, reappearingoccasionallyto deposit soil from their
subterranean modifications. Queen-dug founding
chamberswere usually 5-10 cm deep (mean = 7.3 cm,

Two field sites were used. The first was a field that had lain fallow
for several years, parts of which were cleared of vegetation in
preparationfor the experiments.The second was a constructionsite
which had been strippedof topsoil severalyears earlier,and which
supportedonly sparse,weedy vegetationseparatedby largeareas of
SD = 1.6 cm, n = 143), with a small chamber at the
bare soil. Experimentswere laid out in these barren areas.
Arenas were fashioned by sawing 11.5-cmPVC pipe into 10-cm- bottom. In some cases, the queen abandoneda partly
long sections. The insides of these rings were painted with Fluon finishedhole after some time and moved on.
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In an area of sparse lawn, 19 queens were visually
tracked from the moment of landing, and their paths
recorded on graph paper. The characteristicsof their
searches are summarizedin Table 1. The straight-line
distance between the landing point and the final
foundingchamberwas usuallyless than 2 m, and never
more than about 13 m. The scale of their search was
typically a few square meters in area, a few meters in
path length, and less than an hour in duration.During
this search, queens inspected most of the preformed
holes they encountered(from 0 to 18). Altogether, it
appearsthat queens make the general site choice from
the air, choosing only the exact location of the nest
chamberon foot. Although queens may have left their
last hidingplacesonce my observationsceased,it is clear
that they do not move far from their points of landing.
Table 1 Characteristicsof the pedestriansearchesby newly mated
queens immediately after landing from the mating flight. Observation ceased when a queen remained hidden for more than
30 min. Time observedrefers to the time elapsed before the queen
remainedstationary for 30 min or more (n = 19)

Time observed (min)
Distance between initial and

Median

Minimum Maximum

38
1.75

5
0.5

113
12.8

3.9

0.2

88

1

0

18

1.6

50.3

final points (m)

Approximatearea searched
(m2)

Number of holes inspected
Path length (m)

10.5

When queensencounteredother queens, they usually
pausedto antennateone anotherand to engagein a calm,
mutual head-to-gaster inspection that could last for
many seconds. These inspectionswere often accompanied by slow movementsof the head and antennae.
Field arena experimentson factors
that promote pairing
Choiceof hole depth
Experimentallyprovidedholes were usually discovered
and used quickly, allowing the queen to remove herself
from exposureon the soil surfacewith little effort. If the
hole indeed representsa valuable resource for newly
mated queens, then queens should show preferencesfor
holes with favorable characteristics,such as adequate
depth and bore. I tested for such preferencein the following field experiment.
In an area of bare, firm soil, 106 fluoned rings were
laid out in an array.Withineach ring, I made two holes
of differentdepth, so that there were three treatment
groups: (1) a 1-cm and a 2-cm hole; (2) a 1-cm and a
7-cm hole; (3) a 2-cm and a 7-cm hole. One newlymated
queen was placed into each ring and allowed to choose
which hole to enter. Her choice was confirmedthe next
morningby recordingwhich hole contained a dirt plug
or, if no plug was apparent (sometimes holes were
pluggedbelow the surface),both holes wereexcavatedto
find the queen.
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When the choice was between 1-cm and 7-cm holes,
18 of 24 queenschose the deeperhole, a rate significantly
more than expected (binomial test, z = 2.243,
P < 0.05). The differencewas not significantwhen the
choice was a less extreme one between 2-cm and 1-cm
holes (16:9)and 7-cm and 2-cm holes (18:8).However,in
all groups, queens entereddeeperholes more frequently
than shallow holes. Thus, when all data were combined
and tested for entry of the deeperversusshallowerhole,
they preferredthe deeper hole significantlymore often
than expected(52:23;z = 3.233, P < 0.005).

Soil hardnessand hole depth
One hundredfluoned rings were laid out in an arrayon
hard bare soil, and another 100 on soft bare soil. Each
ring contained a pair of preformedholes both either
1 cm or 7 cm deep, resultingin four treatmentgroups.
A single, paint-markedqueen was added to each ring.
After this queen (the resident)had begun excavating,a
second queen marked with a differentcolor (the test
queen) was added and allowed to choose either to associatewith the resident,or to claim the vacanthole and
found alone. The next morningwhen all the nests were
sealed, all queens were excavated (they were placed
singly into nest tubes and allowed to rear brood whose
quantity was assessed in an experimentdescribed below).
Of the four treatmentgroups, only those provided
with 1-cm holes in hard soil joined the other queen at
higherthan expectedrates(30 pairsof 40 trials;binomial
test, z = 3.469;P < 0.001). When diggingwas easy, or
holes were of adequatedepth, queens did not pair with
greaterthan expectedfrequency.Whendiggingwas hard
and holes shallow, they did.

The next experimentsought to play off spacingof the
holes againsttheirdepth.An arrayof 250 fluonedarenas
was laid out on bare ground. Five-hole arenaswere assigned to one of four treatmentgroups: (1) "shallowclose" - 0.5-cm deep holes evenly spaced on a 1-cmradius; (2) "shallow-distant"- 0.5-cm holes on a 3.5-cm
radius; (3) "deep-close"- 5-cm-deepholes on a 1-cm
radius;(4) "deep-distant"- 5-cm holes on a 3.5-cm radius. In the fifth treatment,there were no holes. Two
queens were added to each arena and allowed to assort
until the next morning,when all arenaswere excavated
to locate the queens.
When the holes were shallow and distant, all the
queenspaired(Table 2), and this was almost true of the
shallow-closegroup as well. From this result,one might
expect that when no holes were provided,all the queens
would pair, and this was indeed the case. On the other
hand, whereasqueens in the close-deeptreatmentwere
significantlymore paired than expected, those in the
distant-deeptreatmentwere not (Table 2).
These resultswere interpretedas follows. Queensare
more likely to associate the more contact they have on
the groundsurface.Queensthat entera hole of adequate
depth rarelyreappearon the surface,have less chanceof
contactingthe other queen, and thereforeare less likely
to join her. Their distributionthereforereflects "hole
diving",the queens'first(usuallyrandom)choice, rather
than any assessmentof neighboringholes and queens.
Whenthe holes are shallow,queensreturnto the surface
more often, both to dumpexcavateddirt and to explore,
and are thus more likely to contact the other queen and
join her. No matterwhetherholes are deep or shallow,
closer proximity increases the chance of contact and
thereforethe chance of joining.
Hobbledqueens

Clumpingwithinholes could be due to mutualattraction
between queens, or to preferencefor the same hole. If
the former,a queenimmobilizedin a hole shouldcausea
It seemedlikelythat queenswould be more likelyto pair test queen to choose that hole more frequentlythan
if the holes were less adequate.This was tested with two expected. A fine wire was tied around the petiole of
replicatesof the following experiment.An arrayof 100 newly mated queens such that when the queens were
4-in fluoned rings was laid out on bare soil, each with
five evenly spacedholes. In half of the arenas,the holes
were 1 cm deep, in the other half, 7 cm. On the afternoon of a matingflight, two queenswereplacedinto the Table 2 Queen pairing under different conditions of hole depth
centerof each arena,and allowedto assortuntil the next and spacing in field arenas. Observedvalues were comparedto the
morning. Location of the queens was determinedby expected proportion of pairing (0.2) using the binomial test corrected for large samples (Zar 1974)
excavation. Two replicates were carried out one day
apart.
Hole
Hole
Number Number Total Z
P-value
spacing paired separate
Queens offered 1-cm-deepholes were paired signifi- depth
(cm)
cantly more often than expected (binomial test, (cm)
Hole depthand spacing

z = 3.895, P < 0.001), whereas those offered 7-cm

holes were not (z = 1.240, n.s.). Furthermore,in a
subsequentexperimentin whichqueenswereplacedinto
50 arenas lacking any holes whatsoever, all queens
formed pairs.

0.5
0.5
5
5
No holes

1
3.5
1
3.5
No holes

23
20
19
8
13

2
0
25
37
0
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pushed down a hole, the ends of the wires engaged the
walls of the hole and preventedthe queen from being
able to leave again. Five-holefluonedarenaswereset up
in an area of bare, level soil, and a hobbled queen was
pushed into one of the five 4-cm-deep holes in each
arena. A single test queen was then added to each, and
12-14 h were allowed for the free queens to make their
choice of holes and seal themselvesin. Ambiguouscases
were excavated. Three replicateswere completed, and
were combinedfor analysis(n = 147).
The free queens did not choose to associatewith the
hobbled queens more frequentlythan expected (binomial test, z = -0.021, n.s.). Thus, the simplepresenceof
a tetheredqueen in the hole is not sufficientto cause a
free queen to associate. Perhaps the contact must be
made on the groundsurface,as in the experimentabove.
It is also possiblethat hobbledqueensemit alarmsignals
which counteract the attraction seen in other experiments.
Association withfree queens

In this experiment, 100 arenas were set up as above.
Fifty of these receiveda single 4-cm hole and a single
queenwho was allowedto dig until shortlybeforedusk,
whereuponfour additional,evenly spaced holes of similar depth, and a second queen were added. The first
queenchangedholes in only one case, so that the second
queen can be considereda test queen makingthe choice
of joining or founding separately.These results were
comparedto those from the other 50 arenas which received five evenly spaced 4-cm holes and a pair of simultaneouslyadded queens shortly before dusk. Thus,
the two treatmentsdifferedin whetherboth queens, or
only one, searchedamong a set of preexistingholes.
In both groups there was a significanttendency to
join another queen, with higher rates of joining (22/39)
in the sequentiallyadded group than the simultaneously
added group (17/43) (binomial test: sequential addition, z = 4.424, P < 0.001; simultaneous addition,
z = 2.464, P < 0.05). The proportions joining were

not quite significantly different (Fisher exact test,
P = 0.095). It appearsthat when a queen was actively
engaged in digging a largely completed nest, another
queen was likely to preferjoining the first queen rather
than using an equivalentpreformedhole.
However,a weaknessof this experimentis the lack of
certaintythat the four holes added later to completethe
circle of five holes may not have been equivalent in
depth or quality to the queen-modified hole, even
though pains were taken to estimate the queen-hole
depth with a straw.Thus, in spite of the clearpreference
for the hole with the queen in both treatments,there is
some doubt that the choice was made for the queen
herself, rather than her hole. Whenever queens can
modify the holes, or holes are not exactlyequivalentfor
other reasons, the choice to join another queen will be
confounded to some degree with the choice to use the

same hole, independentlyof the other queen.Queensare
clearlycapableof discriminatinghole depth,as shownin
the experimentabove. The choices "hole versusqueen"
can be separatedonly underthe more rigidlycontrolled
conditionsof a laboratoryexperimentin whichthe holes
are identicaland cannot be modified,as below.
Can the dispersion of queens and holes
affect the dispersion of subsequent queens?

To the degree that other queens and preformedholes
may representvaluable resourcesto founding queens,
the dispersionof later-settlingqueensshould be affected
by the dispersion of earlier queens, their excavations,
and otherpreformedholes. This was testedin a factorial
field experiment using preformed holes and tethered
queens.
Thirty-six5 x 5 m plots were laid out in a sparsely
vegetated,level area.A mixtureof crudeoils was poured
in a line along all perimetersto prevent newly mated
queens from leaving the plots (Tschinkeland Howard
1983).Treatmentsconsistedof one of two dispersionsof
25 tethered queens, either overdispersed(1 tethered
queenin the centerof each squaremeter)or clumped(25
tetheredqueens in a regulararrayin the centralsquare
meter). Each plot was also treatedwith one of two dispersionsof 25 preformed,7-cm-deepholes, either overdispersed(1 hole in the center of each squaremeter)or
clumped (25 holes in an array in the central square
meter).Addition of plots lackingeither tetheredqueens
or holes or both brought the number of plots in one
replicateset up to nine. The experimentwas replicated
threetimes resultingin 27 plots in all. Formationof the
holes was accomplishedon the morningbeforea mating
flight was expected and tetheringof the queens (these
were glued to a fine 10-cmwire and staked with a pin)
was done in the early afternoon.
Each plot then received 25 test queens who could
move and associate freely within the plots, responding
or not to the tetheredqueens and preformedholes. The
next morning, founding chamberscould be recognized
by the plug of dirt pellets, and were marked for later
excavation.All founding nests were excavatedover the
next several days. Data consisted of the map location
of chambersand the numberof queensin the chamber.
In most cases, fewer than 25 test queens were recovered.
For each plot, the dispersion of the test queens
among nests, and the dispersionof test queens and occupied nests within the plot were estimatedfrom a dispersion index calculatedas the ratio of the varianceto
the mean of queens/nest,queens/M2,and nests/M2, respectively.A ratio significantlygreaterthan 1.0 indicated
clumping, less than 1.0, uniform dispersion.The individual indiceswere tested for significanceby comparing
the test statistic(k- 1)(s2/x) to the chi-squaredistribution
with k degrees of freedom. In addition, the three dispersion indices were log-transformedand subjectedto
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lated only distributionof queenson the groundsurface,
the tethered queens being incapable of digging holes.
Second, it is possible that tetheredqueens were too artificial a condition to cause a response in free queens.
Third, the likelihood of association is greatly reduced
when a fully adequatepreformednest hole is provided,
as it was in this experiment.

two-way MANOVA, using the dispersionof tetheredqueens and of preformed holes as the independent
variables.
The dispersion of preformed holes caused parallel
changesin the dispersionof test queensand nests within
the plot (Fig. 2) (MANOVA log dispersion index of
queens/M2, F2 18 =

13.02, P < 0.0003; log dispersion

index of nests/m2,F2,18 - 17.65, P < 0.00006),but not
of queens among occupied nests (F2118= 0.613, n.s.).
Thus, when the preformed holes were clumped, the
dispersion indices showed that both nests and queens
were significantlymore clumped within plots than the
no-holes control (Duncan's multiple-range test,
P < 0.01). When the preformedholes were uniformly
dispersed, queens and nests were significantly less
clumped than the controls (Duncan's multiple-range
test, P < 0.01). When the preformed holes were
clumped and located in the central square meter, both
queens and occupied nests were much more likely to
occur in this central square-meterthan in the surrounding 24 m (Table 3), indicating that the queens
used these preformedholes. Similarclumpingof queens
in the centralsquaremeter had no such effect on either
nests or test queens.
On the other hand, the dispersionof tetheredqueens
had no significanteffect on the dispersion of queens
among nest chambers, queens within plots, or nests
within plots (MANOVA: all F2,18< 1.4, n.s.). There
was also no significantinteractionbetween queen and
hole dispersion.
How can these resultsbe reconciledwith the fact that
queenschose to join other queensin the five-holechoice
experiments?First, this tethering experimentmanipuFig. 2 The dispersionof queens
and nests within plots paralleled

Field experimentsdo not clearly separatethe two possible reasons for the choice a queen makes when she
joins another queen - she may be respondingto the
queendirectly,or to the hole the queenhas excavatedor
modified, or both. In soil, a queen enters a hole and
almost immediatelybegins deepeningor modifyingit. If
this activitymakes her hole more desirablethan the remaining four unmodified holes, then when a second
queen joins the first, the experiment confounds, to
varyingdegrees,whetherthe second queenchose to join
the first queen or simply chose the most suitable hole
independentof the presence of the first queen. Alternately, the tool-made holes may not have been exactly
equivalentbecause small differencesin depth, soil consistency,soil moisture,exposure,or unknownattributes
may have made one more attractivethan others,leading
the two queensto make the same choice on the basis of
the hole, and not the queen. The same criticismcan be
leveledat most of the field experimentsin which queens
could modify the starterholes provided.Only by forcing
queensto choose among identical,unmodifiableholes in
a homogeneousmedium can an experimenttruly sepa-

Queens per

dispersion of preformed holes.

When preformedholes were
overdispersed,both queens and
occupied nests were significantly more dispersedthan controls
(no preformedholes). When the
holes were uniformly dispersed,
queens and occupied nests were
significantlymore uniformly
dispersedthan controls (MANOVA, Duncan's test.). Boxes
indicate I SE and bars 1.96 SE
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Table 3 The expectedand observedfrequencyof nests and queens in the centralsquaremeter of the 25-M2 plots. The three replicateswere
summed for these calculations. Expected values were 1/25th of the total number of nests or queens recoveredfrom the plot
Percent found in
central 1 m2

Treatments
Tethered
queens

Preformed Nests
nests

None
None
None
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Clumped
Clumped
Clumped

None
Uniform
Clumped
None
Uniform
Clumped
None
Uniform
Clumped

0
3.85
32
0
4.8
25.7
6.8
4.4
18.4

Number expected Total number

Queens

Nests

Queens Nests

0
5.9
29
0
4.4
25
5.5
3.9
18.6

1.44
2.08
2.00
1.08
1.68
1.40
1.76
1.84
1.52

1.64
2.72
2.48
1.44
1.84
1.44
2.20
2.08
1.72

rate the influenceof the queen from that of the hole in
the decision to associate.
I therefore tested queen choice in five-hole plaster
arenasin the laboratoryin which queenscannot modify
the holes (except perhaps chemically).Experimentsin
which queens associate in significantlymore than 20%
of the cases indicate that queens are choosing to associate with other queens.
Testing the arenas for bias

Because the laboratoryenvironmentwas not homogeneous, the plaster arenas were tested for bias by determining whetherqueens chose some holes preferentially,
and whethersuch preferencecould lead to an increasein
the expectednumberof pairs simply as a result of this
hole preference.One newly mated queen was dropped
(with randombody orientation)into the center of each
of 100 five-hole plaster arenas. After 1.5-3 h, the hole
each queen occupied was noted. All queens were removed, mixed and randomly added singly to the cups
again. Position and orientation of the cups were not
changed.This was repeatedten times, so that each cup
was tested ten times with ten randomlyselectedqueens
from a set of 100 queens.
Queens preferredsome hole positions over others,
with the most preferred drawing 25.1% of the
queens and the least 16.7% (X2= 26.55, df = 4,
P < 0.00005). The expected probability of pairing in
each hole was calculatedas the squareof the fractionof
queens (over all ten trials) in that hole. The probability
of "pairs" arena-by-arenaranged from 0.21 to 0.62
(n = 100), indicatingthat some arenas may have contributed more "pairs" than others. The sum of these
probabilitiesfor all five holes estimated the expected
probabilitiesof queen-pairsin each of the 100 arenas,if
the pairing had been simply based on hole choice (not
queen choice) by the two queens. The queens' hole
preferenceraisedthe likelihoodof pairingin some holes
and decreased it in others, but the overall expected
probability of 0.204 was only slightly higher than it

36
52
50
27
42
35
44
46
38

Chi-square

P-value

Queens Nests

Queens

Nests

Queens

41
68
62
36
46
36
55
52
43

1.640
0.602
97.125
1.440
0.014
39.690
0.291
0.003
22.929

n.s.
n.s.
<0.0001
n.s.
n.s.
<0.0001
n.s.
n.s.
<0.0001

n.s.
n.s.
< 0.0001
n.s.
n.s.
<0.0001
n.s.
n.s.
<0.0001

1.440
0.003
98.000
1.080
0.061
41.257
0.874
0.014
19.757

would have been if hole choice had been completely
random (0.2).
The pairingrate expectedfrom unequalhole preference was analyzedfurther.The ten runsweretakenin all
possible pairs and analyzed as though the queens had
been added simultaneously.That is, if the queensin the
two runs had enteredthe same hole, they were scoredas
a "pair,"if differentholes, they were scoredas separate.
The frequencyof such "pairs"over all possible combinations of ten runs was used as an estimate of the
"observed"rate of pairingwhen queensdid not interact
directly.
The mean "pairing"over all ten trialsand 100arenas
was 24.2% (n = 45). Queens were somewhat more
likely to "pair"in immediatelyfollowing runs (25.7%)
than in laterruns(23.5%),but these differenceswerenot
significant(one-wayANOVA: F1,43 = 1.94, n.s.). Each
of the 45 combinations was also compared to an expected "pairingrate"of 0.204, using the chi-squaretest.
After applying the Bonferronicorrection for multiple
tests, only 2 of the 45 combinationsshowedsignificantly
greaterpairing than expected. Both of these were immediately following runs. It remains possible that
queens are attracted(an odor?) to holes previouslyoccupied by other queens, but evidencefrom this experiment was weak.
Tests of pairing in shallow-hole arenas

In five replicatesets of this experiment,a pair of queens
(from three differentmating flights) was added simultaneously to the center of each of 100 shallow-hole
arenas. The position and pair-statusof all queens was
noted three to six times over up to 18 h. The plaster
inserts of all arenas were soaked in hot water between
replicates.
For analysis, the number of pairs observedat each
reading was comparedto an expected value (binomial
test, z-score). To adjust for the bias of the arenas, the
observedproportion of "pairs"(24.2%) from the bias
tests was used as a more conservativeexpectedpropor-
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tion, rather than the value calculated from hole occupancy (20.4%). In 29 of the 37 readings, there were
significantlymore pairs of queens than expected (binomial test, z-scoresbetween 1.96 and 7.82, P-valuesfrom
<0.05 to <0.001). Of the 8 non-significantreadings,
6 were the first readings of a set, when little time for
assortmentof queens had elapsed, and queens had dashed into the nearest hole. When averaged over all
readingsfor a replicateset, 42-67% of the queens were
paired,as comparedto the expected24.2%.The z-scores
for the five replicates were 2.404 (P < 0.05), 2.575
(P < 0.01), 3.892 (P < 0.001), 4.615 (P < 0.001) and
6.194 (P < 0.001). Thus, when queens were presentsimultaneouslyin the arenas,they were much more likely
to pair than can be explainedfrom randomassortment,
even after adjustingfor the bias of the arenas.
Pairing in deep-hole arenas

Severalexperimentsused the plaster arenas with 3-cmdeep holes. Local queen densityhas been shown to play
a drivingrole in the formationof foundingassociations
(Tschinkeland Howard 1983).The followingexperiment
therefore tested whether the density of other queens
perceivedshortly before being placed in the arena affected the tendency to pair, and whetherthis tendency
was differentfor deep-holeand shallow-holearenas.On
the day of the mating flight, one group of newly mated
queens was collected singly into test tubes, whereasthe
other was maintained in groups of ten. The former
group (low perceiveddensity) never contacted another
queen before being placed into the arenas,whereasthe
latter spent the wait in close contact with other queens
(high perceived density). After several hours at the
treatmentdensities, two randomlychosen queens were
addedto each arenaand allowedto assortfor up to 18 h.
In 1993 and 1995, the low-density queens paired
significantlymore than expected (19/47 and 17/46; binomial test z

=

2.705 and 2.230; P < 0.01 and

P
0.05), whereas in 1996, they did not (16/48;
z = 1.806, n.s.). High-densityqueens did not pair significantly in any year (15/48, 14/48, and 16/49;
<

z

=

1.526, z = 1.238, and z = 1.736; all n.s.). When

the data were combined by density across all 3 years,
both densities were associated with significantlymore
pairing than expected (low density, n

=

141, z

=

4.198,

P < 0.001; high density, n = 145; z = 2.328;
P < 0.05). Pairingwas not significantlydifferentfor the
two densities(Fisher exact test).
When pairingwas comparedbetweensimilarexperiments in deep-hole arenas and shallow-hole arenas,
queensshowedsignificantlymore tendencyto pairin the
shallow holes than in the deep ones. Becausequeens in
the shallow-holetests above were kept communallybefore use, the comparisonof these experimentswith the
high-densitydeep hole is justified.An averageof 51.5%
of the queens paired in the shallow holes (mean
z = 3.769, P < 0.001) whereasin the deep holes, only

37% did so (z = 2.247, P < 0.05), i.e., significantly

more did so in shallow than in deep holes (chisquare = 3.98, df = 1, P < 0.05).
These results were interpretedas follows. When the
hole was of adequatedepth for colony founding,queens
showed high levels of "hole diving", i.e., they enter a
randomly chosen hole and rarely come back to the
ground surface.This reducestheir chance of contacting
other queens (who are also at the bottom of a suitable
hole), and therebyreducesthe chanceof pairing.On the
other hand, when the hole is not deep enough for safe
founding,the queen is likely to leave the hole to search
further,and when she does so, she is more likely to encounter another queen or to enter an alreadyoccupied
hole. Suchincreasedcontactwith otherqueensallowsthe
attractionamong queens to take its effect. Furtherevidence for this interpretationcomes from an experiment
in which the entrancesto all five holes in the deep-hole
arenaswere blockedwith a small amountof wet dirt, so
that queens spent considerabletime on the surfaceand
had to dig through the plugs to enter the chambers.In
this experiment,almost all of the queens paired (33/36,
z = 15.3, P < 0.001). The same was true in the field
experimentcontrol in whichno holes wereprovided- in
this case all queenspaired(Table 2). When queensland
on pavement,they cannot dig holes, and often accumulate in largenumbersunderlitter and objects.
The pairing of queens was thus the outcome of the
interactionbetweenthe attractionamongqueensand the
depth of the holes available.
Reproductivecorrelatesof queen choice
Does digging a founding chamber incur a cost?

It seemedpossible that queens use preformedholes because it saves them the metabolic cost of digging a
foundingchamber,a cost whichmight be measurablein
reducedbrood production or survivalof the founding
period.Thus, queensthat use existingholes or sharethe
work of digging would benefit by reducing their individual costs and enjoyinghigherbrood production.
Newly mated queenswere dividedinto three groups:
the first was allowed to dig a founding nest within a
fluoned ring (dig treatment),the second was provided
with a 7-cm-deephole (no-dig treatment),and the third
was held in individual nest tubes in the laboratory
(control). After 18-20 h, the queens were excavated
from theirchambersand wereinstalledin nest tubes like
those of the control group. After most queens had
producedminims,the brood was counted.
There was no significantdifferencein the number
of brood produced by the three groups of queens
(mean number of post-egg brood: laboratory control group = 36.0, digging group = 34.2; non-digging
group = 31.9; one-way ANOVA F2,,,6 = 0.61, n.s.).

Similarly, there was no significant difference in the
number of pupae or minims produced. Digging a
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founding chamber therefore seems to incur at most a
minor metabolic cost. It seems more likely that the
benefitsaccruingfrom using a preformedhole or joining
another queen have more to do with reducingdesiccation and the risk of predationwhile on the ground surface.
Do pairing and non-pairing queens
differ in reproductiveattributes?

It seemedpossible that the choice to associatewith another queen might be influencedby the reproductiveor
survivalcapacity of the queen making the choice. The
queens from the two-hole, soil hardness/holedepth experiment above were used to test this possibility. A
single, paint-markedqueen was added to each ring.
After this queen (the resident)had begun excavating,a
second queen marked with a differentcolor (the test
queen) was added and allowed to choose either to associatewith the resident,or to claim the vacanthole and
found alone. After excavation the next morning, each
queenwas placedinto an individualnest tube. All paired
queens were together with their choices for less than
24 h, and completed the founding period alone. When
most queenshad producedminimworkers,the nest was
killed, brood was counted and the dry weight of the
queen and brood determined.This design allowed the
comparisonof the reproductivecharacteristicsof queens
that joined or werejoined with those of solitaryqueens.
Possiblereproductivedifferencesbetweenjoiners and
non-joinerswere analyzed separatelyfor test and resident queens. The total brood weight was very non-normal and could not be normalized by transformation.
Data for queens that were alive at the end of the
founding period were therefore analyzed by KruskalWallis ANOVA. Residentand test queensdid not differ
significantly in the total weight of brood produced
(H

-

0.012, n

-

270, n.s.), and nor did queens that

joined (or werejoined) differfrom queens that did not
(H = 1.98, n - 270, n.s.).
Queens that joined (test queens) or were joined
(resident queens) were significantly heavier (mean
weight -2.13 mg) at the end of the founding period
than queens that had not joined or been joined (mean
weight 1.56 mg) (ANOVA, main effect of joining:
F1395
13.80,P < 0.0002;main effectof resident/test:
F, 395 = 0.90, n.s.; no significantinteractions).Because
400 queenswere randomlyassignedto be test queensor
residents,it seems unlikelythat initial weightswere significantlydifferent.Because brood production did not
vary significantlyacross treatments,higher final queen
weight probably indicates more efficientinvestmentof
reservesin brood. Whateverthe cause of the higherfinal
queen weight, queens exhibitingthis characterseem to
preferto join other queens with the same character.
On the other hand, test queens that joined were significantly more likely to survive the founding period
(81%alive) than those that did not (65% alive) (Pearson

chi-square = 5.875, n = 200, df = 1, P= 0.015).
This was not true for the residentgroup, in which 70%
of joined and 58% of non-joinedqueens survived(chisquare= 3.08, n = 199, df= 1, n.s.). Test queens
made the active choice to join or not, whereasresident
queensmerelyacquiescedto the choice of the test queen
(though they could have played an active role in inducingthe test queento stay). Becauseall pairedqueens
were separated and completed the founding period
alone, this means that test queens that made the active
choice to join another queen (the residentqueen) were
more capableof survivingthe foundingperiod, even by
themselves. In some important way, they were more
robust than those test queens that chose not to join,
although this robustnesswas not expressedin greater
brood production.The residentqueenswho werechosen
by the test queens showed no significantdifferencein
survival capacity.

Does joining particular queens improveperformance?

If queensare choosing other queensin such a way as to
optimizethe performanceof the group, then reassorting
these groups randomly should decrease their performance. A large number of newly mated queens were
collectedand scatteredin an area with largeexpansesof
bare soil. The next morning, founding chamberswere
markedand excavated.If they containedmore than one
queen, these were kept togetherin nest tubes. A total of
28 nests containedtwo queensand 24 had three queens.
Half of each group were kept together in the original
associations(control group). Queens in the other tubes
were traded randomly among tubes until none of the
queens were with their original associates (randomized
group).All groupswere then kept at 30 ?C until minims
appeared.At this time, the brood was counted, dried,
and weighed,and the queen was dried and weighed.
The performanceof the randomizedassociationsdid
not differ significantlyby any measure from the selfassociatedones, nor did the numberof queens (two or
three) have an effect (two-way ANOVA of total dry
weight of brood:randomvs self-selected,F1.48 = 0.362,
n.s.; queen number, F1,48 = 1.282, n.s.; interaction,
F148 = 0.528). The finaldry weightof queensfrom selfassociatedand randomizedgroupswas not significantly
different (F1,119= 1.09, n.s.). It thus appears that
queens do not choose queens with whom they enjoy a
particularsynergism.

Discussion

Cooperative colony founding follows aggregation.
Many animals aggregate,and the cues that draw them
together are as variable as their sensory systems. Aggregationmay result when many animals are attracted
to the physical conditions at a location, from mutual
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attraction to one another, independentof location, or
both. Once aggregated,animalscan reapany mutualistic
benefits that grouping may carry, be it e.g., defense,
mating, or predatoravoidance. In colony-foundingant
queens, many mutualisticbenefitshave been identified,
some with a cascading effect as colony-foundingproceeds. Studieshave addressedthe existence,conditions,
benefits,and consequencesof group foundingin S. invicta and other ant species (see H6lldobler and Wilson
1990for reviewpriorto 1989;Mintzer1990;Rissingand
Pollock 1991; Stamps and Vinson 1991; Tschinkel
1992a,b, 1993a;Adams and Tschinkel 1995a,b;Pfennig
1995;Sasakiet al. 1996;Balas and Adams 1997;Jerome
et al., in press), but few have addressedthe basis on
whichqueenschoose to associatewith others.This study
focuses on the first few hours of a queen fire ant's life
after mating, during which she makes the choice of
whetheror not to join other queens.
After landingfrom her mating flight, the scale of the
newly mated queen'spedestriansearchis quite modest,
and it is apparentthat the generalchoice of foundingsite
must be made while the queen is still airborne.There is
little information on how queens choose their landing
sites, but to judge from their abundanceon the ground,
they appear attractedto disturbed,partially vegetated
areas (unpublishedobservations),as would be expected
for a "weedy"species (Tschinkel1993b).Newly mated
queensoften settleon the surfaceof wateror other shiny
surfaces,perhapsas an aspect of their associationwith
seasonallyflooded land.
Colony founding by groups of fire ant queens has
long been known (Markin et al. 1972; Tschinkel and
Howard 1983),but experimentson the factorsthat cause
a queen to join or not to join are rare (e.g., Nonacs
1992).It is clear from the presentstudy that holes are a
powerfullyattractiveresource.This is true to such an
extent that queens will enter a hole of adequatedepth
and never leave again to explore or meet other queens.
Holes are so attractivethat the dispersionof queens in
space can be experimentallymanipulatedthrough the
dispersionof nail holes in the ground.Clearly,one of the
strongestreasonswhy a queen mightjoin anotheris the
hole excavatedby the residentqueen.Whenemptyholes
are in short supply, this choice would lead to
pleometrosis.
The attraction of preformedholes probably results
from the escape from desiccation and predation that
they offer, as suggestedfor the desert ant, V. pergandei
(Pfennig 1995). Certainly, a newly mated S. invicta
queenon the soil-surfaceis easy prey for any sharp-eyed
predator. Soil surface temperatures,especially in the
more barren sites preferredby S. invicta, may reach
near-lethallevels, even on the day of the mating flight.
Queens released in such sites two days after a mating
flight, when the soil surfacehas dried considerablyand
thus warmsmore rapidly,may die of overheatingwithin
5 min (unpublishedobservations).Together, these observations suggest that escaping undergroundquickly
enhancesthe chancesof a newlymated queen'ssurvival.

Preformedholes, be they constructedby other queensor
of some other origin, offer a rapid escape from dangerous conditions,and are avidly acceptedby newly mated
queens.
Experimentsthat appearto demonstratethat queens
in a natural context choose to cofound with other
queens,independentlyof the hole they occupy, must be
approachedcautiously. Experimentsin soil confound
any hole modifications that queens make with the
presence of the resident queen. Laboratorychoice experimentsin arenas may be subject to directionaland
other biases that must be taken into account. Nevertheless, it was possible to overcomemost of these challengesto show that queensare attractedto cofoundwith
queens, independentlyof their holes. The expressionof
this attraction,however, was conditional on the likelihood of contact. Shallower holes, or holes closer together were more likely to lead to joining, probably
becausequeenswere more likely to come to the surface
again and/or to contact the other queen in the neighborhood. Under extreme conditions in which no preformed holes were provided, most confined queens
associated. The probable importance of queen-queen
contact was pointed out by Tschinkel and Howard
(1983)who proposedthat increasedqueendensityon the
ground surface caused increasedpleometrosisbecause
queens were more likely to come into contact at higher
densities. They also showed that adding queens as a
group to a hole-choice arena leads to higher levels of
associationthan addingthem singly, and suggestedthat
simultaneousaddition resultsin contact among queens.
Under natural conditions, frequentcontact with other
queens is a surrogatefor high local queen density, and
predictsa more competitivefuture environmentfor incipient colonies and their queens. The winners of the
brood-raidingcompetition among incipient nests are
those with the most workers,and thesein turntend to be
pleometrotic,making the choice to associate a better
gamble at higherqueen densities(Bartzand Holldobler
1982;Tschinkel 1992a,b;Adams and Tschinkel 1995a).
Interestingly,keeping queens at high and low densities
before pairing them in arenas had no effect on their
association rate. Perhaps the effect of density fades
quicklyunder these experimentalconditions.
As Nonacs (1992) showed for Lasius pallitarsus,

newly mated queens of S. invicta are not all equally
likely to join other queens in pleometrosis. In both
species, more "robust" queens (as indicated by body
weight in L. pallitarsus, and by survival and postfoundingbody weight in S. invicta)were more likely to
join. The improvedsurvivalof joining S. invictaqueens
is a passive outcome of greater "robustness"- these
queens spent less than 24 h in association, completing
the founding period by themselves.Under field conditions, 20-50% or more of the queens die (Tschinkel
1993a),and this mortalityis not affectedby association.
A large part of founding success for a queen is thus
survivingthe foundingperiod. If the improvedsurvival
of joiner queens is also expressedwhen grouped, such
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queens are more likely to inherit the entire incipient
colony reared by an association of queens. Because
groupsof queensare more successfulat colony founding
than single queens,more robust queens should be more
likely to associate, as observed.Interestingly,the benefits of "robustness"in S. invicta derive from survival,
not greater brood production. Nonacs (1992) did not
test brood productionin his queen-choiceexperiments,
but Balas and Adams (1996) and Bernasconiand Keller
(1996)reportedthat queenslosing less weightduringthe
founding period were more likely to survivethe reduction to monogyny. The choicesjoiner queensmake also
do not result in greaterbrood productionby the joined
group, suggesting that queens are not judging the reproductiveattributesof the queens they join. However,
the greatersurvivalof joined queenssuggeststhat robust
queens are more likely to join other robust queens,
perhapsbecausethe associationis more likelyto survive.
In any case, survival of the queen making the active
choice to join is higherthan that of the joined queen.
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